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A number of studies investigating the relationship between personality and prospec-
tive memory (ProM) have appeared during the last decade. However, a review of these
studies reveals little consistency in their findings and conclusions. To clarify the relation-
ship between ProM and personality, we conducted two studies: a meta-analysis of prior
research investigating the relationships between ProM and personality, and a study with
378 participants examining the relationships between ProM, personality, verbal intelli-
gence, and retrospective memory. Our review of prior research revealed great variability
in the measures used to assess ProM, and in the methodological quality of prior research;
these two factors may partially explain inconsistent findings in the literature. Overall, the
meta-analysis revealed very weak correlations (rs ranging from 0.09 to 0.10) between
ProM and three of the Big Five factors: Openness, Conscientiousness, and Agreeableness.
Our experimental study showed that ProM performance was related to individual differ-
ences such as verbal intelligence as well as to personality factors and that the relationship
between ProM and personality factors depends on the ProM subdomain. In combination,
the two studies suggest that ProM performance is relatively weakly related to personality
factors and more strongly related to individual differences in cognitive factors.
Keywords: prospective memory, big five, personality, individual differences, meta-analysis, verbal intelligence,
retrospective memory
INTRODUCTION
Prospective memory (ProM) enables us to make plans, to retain
them, and to bring them back into consciousness at the right time
and place (Brandimonte et al., 2001; Graf and Uttl, 2001; Uttl,
2008). We use ProM for many different everyday tasks such as
buying groceries en route home, watching a bathtub so it does not
overflow, and picking up a child from daycare. ProM is divided
into several subdomains: ProM proper or episodic ProM, vigi-
lance/monitoring, and habitual ProM (Harris, 1984; Brandimonte
et al., 2001; Graf and Uttl, 2001; Uttl, 2008). Episodic ProM brings
a previously made plan back to consciousness in the appropriate
context (e.g., upon noticing a supermarket) or at the appropri-
ate time; it allows us to recognize ProM cues as signs of the
previously formed plan (Graf and Uttl, 2001). In contrast, vigi-
lance/monitoring requires that the plan remain in consciousness
during the retention period. Habitual ProM is similar to episodic
ProM but the plan must be executed repeatedly; each time it must
leave consciousness and be brought back by an appropriate con-
text/ProM cue or time. Accordingly, buying groceries en route
home requires episodic ProM, watching a bathtub so it does not
overflow requires vigilance/monitoring, and picking up a child
from daycare every day requires habitual ProM.
Interest in how individual differences influence ProM perfor-
mance has been in the forefront of ProM research at least since
Einstein and McDaniel’s (1990) provocative claim that ProM is
an “exciting exception to typically found age-related decrements
in memory” (p. 724). Although ProM has since been found to
decline with aging at least as much as retrospective memory, if not
more (Uttl, 2008, 2011), Einstein and McDaniel’s claim sparked
widespread interest in individual differences – age – and perfor-
mance on ProM tasks. Moreover, a number of researchers reported
correlations between intelligence and performance on ProM tasks
(Maylor, 1996; Cherry and LeCompte, 1999; Uttl, 2006; Uttl and
Kibreab, 2011). Associations between ProM and intelligence were
strong enough to partially explain the lack of age declines found
in a number of studies that confounded age with intelligence,
and compared the performance of highly intelligent older adults
with not so intelligent younger adults (Uttl, 2008, 2011). Simi-
larly, researchers have begun to investigate associations between
ProM and other cognitive factors, such as processing resources
(e.g., Uttl, 2006) and working memory (Smith, 2003; Smith and
Bayen, 2005). Most recently, they have become interested in the
associations between non-cognitive factors such as personality and
lifestyle and ProM (Searleman, 1996; Heffernan and Ling, 2001;
Salthouse et al., 2004; Pearman and Storandt, 2005; Cuttler and
Graf, 2007; Smith et al., 2011; Uttl and Kibreab, 2011).
In an introduction to one of the first studies of personality
and ProM, Searleman (1996) wrote: “people vary tremendously in
their ability to successfully carry out many types of ProM tasks –
some are astonishingly proficient at such tasks, whereas others
are absolutely terrible at them” (p. 112). In turn, he investigated
the relationship between four personality factors – the Type A/B
personality, obsessiveness-compulsiveness, self-actualization, and
self-monitoring behavior – that he believed might logically be
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related to performance on ProM tasks. However, Searleman found
that only the Type A/B factor was weakly related to ProM per-
formance, with the Type A individuals outperforming the Type B
individuals on an interpersonal task (e.g., reminding an experi-
menter to make a phone call) but not on a non-interpersonal task
(e.g., leaving a message on the answering machine 1 week later).
A number of studies investigating the associations between
ProM and personality followed with seemingly inconsistent results
(Heffernan and Ling, 2001; Salthouse et al., 2004; Pearman and
Storandt, 2005; Cuttler and Graf, 2007; Arana et al., 2008; Smith
et al., 2011; Uttl and Kibreab, 2011). To illustrate, discussing the
results of prior studies as well as their own study, Smith et al.
(2011) noted that the relationship between ProM and the Big Five
factors was found in only one out of three studies of agreeableness,
one out of four studies of neuroticism, and four out of five studies
of conscientiousness. In turn, Smith et al. concluded that “consci-
entiousness plays at least a small role in determining PM (ProM)
performance on both laboratory and naturalistic tasks” (p. 114).
Reviewing several recent studies on the relationship between
ProM and Big Five personality factors reveals several methodolog-
ical issues that may explain the inconsistency in findings. First,
ProM has been investigated by using both objective task measures
as well as self-report measures of ProM forgetting. Yet, it has been
demonstrated that several of the self-report measures of ProM
currently in use [e.g., Prospective and Retrospective Memory
Questionnaire (PRMQ), Smith et al., 2000; Prospective Memory
Questionnaire (PMQ), Hannon et al., 1995] lack convergent valid-
ity and show no or only weak correlations with performance on
objective ProM tasks even when ProM is measured by reliable
continuous measures (Uttl and Kibreab, 2011). Importantly, these
self-report measures also lack divergent validity from self-report
measures of retrospective memory (Uttl and Kibreab, 2011). To
illustrate, the prospective and retrospective memory subscales of
the PRMQ are highly correlated, with most of the reported correla-
tions above 0.70 and often close to 0.80 (Mäntylä, 2003; Rönnlund
et al., 2008; Macan et al., 2010). In contrast, objective measures
of ProM and retrospective memory show only small correlations,
often between 0.10 and 0.30 (Uttl et al., 2001; Uttl, 2006; Cut-
tler and Graf, 2007; Uttl and Kibreab, 2011). Thus, self-reports of
ProM should not be considered valid measures of ProM ability
(Uttl and Kibreab, 2011).
Second, performance on objective ProM measures is typically
assessed using binary success/failure measures, even though the
underlying ability is continuous and most likely normally dis-
tributed. One natural consequence of this coarse measurement of
ProM ability is that prospective measures are imprecise and unreli-
able, and in turn, correlations between these binary success/failure
measures of ProM and measures of other constructs are artificially
attenuated (Graf and Uttl, 2001; Uttl, 2008, 2011). Dichotomous
measures substantially underestimate the true population corre-
lation between ProM and other constructs and, moreover, such
underestimation is more severe as the proportion of successes to
failures is more extreme (Uttl, 2008).
Third, a large proportion of ProM studies using objective
measures also suffer from severe ceiling effects where large pro-
portions of participants obtain perfect or nearly perfect scores
(Uttl, 2005, 2008). In turn, these ceiling effects artificially reduce
the magnitude of correlations that one may obtain between the
ceiling-limited ProM scores and measures of other constructs such
as personality. To illustrate, Uttl (2008) reviewed over 25 years of
research on age declines in ProM and demonstrated empirically
that the size of age declines reported in various studies was strongly
correlated (r = 0.67) with the degree to which performance was
limited by ceiling effects. When the ProM task was easy, older
adults performed at the ceiling, and younger adults could thus not
demonstrate their superior ProM ability, leading researchers to
report that ProM did not decline with aging (rather then reporting
their inability to measure any possible declines). In contrast, when
the ProM task was more difficult, older adults performed below
the ceiling, age declines were allowed to emerge, and researchers
reported that ProM declined with aging.
Fourth, although the distinction between episodic ProM and
vigilance/monitoring is widely acknowledged, it is rarely made
explicit in the ProM literature and it is necessary to carefully exam-
ine the method section of each study to determine if a particular
study investigated episodic ProM, vigilance/monitoring, or habit-
ual ProM (Uttl, 2008). It is possible that personality factors such
as conscientiousness, extroversion, and agreeableness could play a
larger role in vigilance/monitoring vs. episodic ProM.
Finally, personality factors may play a larger role in ProM
assessed in naturalistic vs. laboratory settings and in time vs.
event cued ProM (EC ProM) tasks. To illustrate, conscientious
people may use external reminders in naturalistic but not labo-
ratory settings to help them remember to carry out plans (Uttl
and Kibreab, 2011). Similarly, personality factors may play a larger
role in time-cued tasks than in event cued tasks because of greater
opportunities to set up external reminders for specific times vs.
events. Previous studies have not usually distinguished between
these various subdomains of ProM when assessing the impact of
personality factors; thus, this could be one reason why the results
of the studies to date have been inconsistent.
The present study had three major aims. The first aim was
to systematically review the previous research on relationships
between ProM and personality. The second aim was to examine
the relationships between ProM and the Big Five personality fac-
tors using newly developed reliable continuous measures of ProM
(Graf et al., 2002; Uttl, 2006; Uttl and Kibreab, 2011) and multiple
measures of personality. The third aim was to examine the rela-
tionship between ProM and other individual difference variables
including verbal intelligence and retrospective memory.
STUDY 1
The objectives of this study were to systematically review the
previous research on the relationship between ProM and per-
sonality, distinguishing between objective measures of ProM and
self-report measures of ProM. Moreover,we grouped studies by the
various subdomains of ProM (e.g., vigilance, episodic ProM,habit-
ual ProM) and study setting (e.g., laboratory, natural). For each
study, we also recorded the number of methodological features
that may influence the size of the reported relationships, includ-
ing presence of ceiling or floor effects, calculation of correlations,
and other measures of associations over data aggregated across
groups, reporting performance levels for both ProM and person-
ality measures, and reporting of reliabilities of both prospective
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and personality measures. For example, if ProM measures are fre-
quently afflicted by ceiling effects, as is common in studies of
ProM and aging (Uttl, 2008, 2011), and if reliabilities of prospec-
tive measures are low (Graf and Uttl, 2001; Kelemen et al., 2006;
Uttl, 2008), correlations between ProM and personality measures
would be artificially reduced and possibly not detectable.
METHOD
Studies included in meta-analysis
Figure 1 shows the search for relevant studies which proceeded
in several steps. First, the PsycINFO, MEDLINE, and PsycARTI-
CLES databases were searched from the earliest available date to
the end of September 2012 for the following two sets of terms: (1)
“prospective memory” and “memory for intentions,” and (2) “per-
sonality,” “openness,” “conscientiousness,” “extroversion,” “extra-
version,”“agreeableness,”“neuroticism,”“Type A,”“state oriented,”
“action oriented,”“Five Factor,”“Big Five,”“Cattell,”“NEO,”“BFI,”
“International Personality Item Pool (IPIP),” and “MMPI.” The
terms in each of the two sets were combined with OR to obtain
all articles on ProM and personality including named personality
factors. The two resulting sets were combined with AND. Second,
the references in all relevant articles, book chapters, and theses,
retrieved by any method, were examined for potentially relevant
articles and the identified articles were hand searched for relevance.
To be included in the review, a study had to report correlations
or other measures of association (e.g., regression results, mean
differences) between objective or self-report measures of ProM
successes or failures and personality factor(s); be written in Eng-
lish; and be based on normal healthy adults. Tasks were considered
objective ProM tasks if they required participants to perform some
action in the future without any prompting from experimenter.
Recorded variables
For each study, the recorded variables included authors; year of
publication; study setting (laboratory vs. naturalistic); ProM sub-
domain (ProM proper, Habitual ProM, vigilance/monitoring);
ProM cue type (event, time); study condition; personality test used
[e.g., NEO FFI, NEO personality inventory revised (NEO PI-R),
BFI]; ProM task; correlations (and other measures of association)
between ProM and personality factors; participants (e.g., students,
adults); participants’ age range; and methodological issues (e.g.,
presence of ceiling effects, correlations calculated across groups
performing differently on ProM and personality tasks).
Objective vs. self-report measures of ProM. Tasks where partic-
ipants had to respond to the ProM cue with some action were
classified as objective ProM tasks whereas tasks where participants
were asked to report on the frequency of their ProM failures were
classified as self-report tasks.
ProM proper, vigilance/monitoring, and habitual ProM. Each
ProM task was classified as measuring episodic ProM (eProM),
vigilance/monitoring, or habitual ProM (Graf and Uttl, 2001; Uttl,
2008). Tasks that included a time delay or intervening task(s)
between ProM instructions and commencement of an ongoing
task were classified as measuring ProM proper whereas tasks that
included no delay between instructions and the ongoing task were
classified as measuring vigilance/monitoring.
Event-cued vs. time-cued ProM. Each ProM task was classified
as measuring EC ProM if the task required a response to an event
cue and as measuring time cued ProM if it required a response at
a specific time.
Laboratory vs. naturalistic setting. Tasks performed under con-
trolled laboratory conditions were classified as performed in lab-
oratory settings whereas tasks performed by participants as part
of their daily activities were classified as performed in naturalistic
settings.
Meta-analysis methodology
Effect sizes – rs – were obtained for each reported relationship
between each ProM measure and each personality factor. If a study
reported correlations between two ProM measures of the same
kind (e.g., two self-reports, two measures of the same ProM sub-
domain), we calculated the average of the two effect sizes and used
the average in the meta-analysis (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004).
RESULTS
The search described in Figure 1 identified 13 articles that reported
relationships between ProM measures and personality factors.
Seven articles reported the relationships between objective mea-
sures of ProM and the Big Five and four reported the relationships
between self-report measures of ProM and the Big Five. In contrast,
only three articles reported the relationships between objective
measures of ProM and other, non-Big Five personality factors and
only one article reported the relationships between the self-report
measures of ProM and other non-Big Five personality factors.
Objective measures of ProM and personality
Table 1 shows the relationships between the objective measures of
ProM and the Big Five personality factors by task setting (labo-
ratory vs. natural) and cue type (event vs. time). The number of
studies for all but EC ProM assessed in laboratory settings was too
small and precluded the possibility of any formal meta-analysis
of the data. For EC ProM assessed in laboratory settings, only six
studies (two assessed vigilance and four assessed episodic ProM)
were available for meta-analysis and only five of them reported
correlations between ProM measures and all the Big Five fac-
tors. In addition, Table 1 shows effect size indexes available for
each ProM and personality relationship (e.g., “cor” for zero order
correlation,“hr/beta”for hierarchical regression analysis beta coef-
ficients); whether or not means, SD, and reliabilities were reported
for both ProM and personality measures; and methodological fea-
tures that may invalidate the findings (e.g., ceiling effects, aggregate
groups analysis).
Figure 2 shows the forest plot and random effect model meta-
analysis for openness. The forest plot highlights that all five studies
reported positive correlations between ProM and openness. The
meta-analysis resulted in a small but statistically significant effect
size of r = 0.10 with 95% CI= (0.04, 0.16) (number of studies
k = 5, individual study ns ranging from 141 to 413). The effects
were relatively homogeneous (I 2= 18.6%, T 2< 0.001). Figure 3
shows that the random effect model meta-analysis revealed a small
but statistically significant association between ProM and con-
scientiousness [r = 0.09; 95% CI= (0.04, 0.15); I 2= 0%, T 2= 0;
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FIGURE 1 | Flowchart of the search strategy and selection of studies included in the review and meta-analysis.
k = 5, individual study ns ranging from 141 to 413]. Figure 4
shows the results for extroversion. The overall strength of the
association between ProM and extroversion was negligible and
not statistically significant [r = 0.01; 95% CI= (−0.07, 0.10);
I 2= 55.5%, T 2= 0.005; k = 5, individual study ns ranging from
141 to 413]. Figure 5 shows the random effect meta-analysis
results for agreeableness. It indicates that the correlation between
ProM and agreeableness was small and not statistically signif-
icant [r = 0.06; 95% CI= (−0.03, 0.16); I 2= 66%, T 2= 0.01;
k = 6, individual study ns ranging from 48 to 413]. However,
Guynn’s (2001) study appears to be an outlier from the rest of
the effect sizes. After excluding this one study, the remaining
effect sizes became homogenous (I 2= 23.7%, T 2= 0.001) and
the correlation between ProM and agreeableness became statisti-
cally significant [r = 0.10, 95% CI= (0.04, 0.17); k = 5, individual
study ns ranging from 141 to 413]. Figure 6 shows the results for
neuroticism. The overall strength of the association was negligi-
ble and not statistically significant [r =−0.02; 95% CI= (−0.12,
0.08); I 2= 69.3%, T 2= 0.011; k = 6, individual study ns rang-
ing from 48 to 413]. Removing Guynn’s study improved homo-
geneity (I 2= 58.2%, T 2= 0.006) but the overall strength of the
association remained negligible and not statistically significant
[r =−0.05, 95% CI= (−0.14, 0.03); k = 5, individual study ns
ranging from 141 to 413].
Table 2 shows the relationships between the objective mea-
sures of ProM and other non-Big Five personality factors by task
type and cue type. For each study and ProM task, the table lists
personality factors correlated with the ProM task, whether each
relationship was statistically significant and whether it was posi-
tive or negative. Statistically significant correlations/relationships
are indicated by either plus (positive relationships) or minus (neg-
ative relationships) signs preceding the specific personality factor
name. Fractions such as “1/5” indicate how many of the investi-
gated relationships were statistically significant (e.g., 1/5 indicates
that out of 5 ProM and personality correlations only one was found
statistically significant).
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The studies listed in Table 2 used small to moderate sample sizes
(60–255 participants), a variety of personality measures, a variety
of effect size indexes (correlations, beta weights from hierarchical
regression analyses), and examined relationships between ProM
and a wide variety of personality traits. As shown in Table 2, the
most common finding was that personality traits did not correlate
with ProM measures.
Self-reports of ProM and personality
Table 3 shows the relationship between self-reports of ProM fail-
ures and personality. Only two studies reported the relationship
between ProM and each of the Big Five factors: one reported the
relationship between self-reports of ProM and extroversion, and
one reported the relationship between self-reports of ProM and
neuroticism. Finally, one study reported the relationship between
self-reported ProM failures and other personality traits: harm
avoidance and self-directedness. The studies used small to large
samples (56–1291 participants), a variety of self-reports of ProM
failures, and a variety of effect size indexes (correlations, beta
weights, loadings).
The scarcity of studies as well as failures to report zero order
correlations among the measures precluded any formal meta-
analyses (Hunter and Schmidt, 2004). However, correlations and
beta weights reported in the three moderate to large sized studies
(Gondo et al., 2010; Uttl and Kibreab, 2011; Zimprich et al., 2011)
indicate that self-reported ProM failures are negatively correlated
with conscientiousness, but positively correlated with neuroticism.
Although Heffernan and Ling (2001) reported a negative associ-
ation between extroversion and self-reported ProM failures, the
results of other studies are inconsistent with this finding.
DISCUSSION
The current results indicate that openness, conscientiousness, and
agreeableness are weakly related to performance on objective mea-
sures of EC ProM tasks assessed in laboratory settings, with rs
ranging from 0.09 to 0.10. Thus, the failure to consistently find
statistically significant relationships between ProM measures and
openness, conscientiousness, and agreeableness in individual stud-
ies is not surprising. To detect a population correlation of 0.10, the
necessary sample size is n= 782 for power= 0.80 and n= 1293
for power= 0.95. In contrast, to detect a population correlation
of 0.20, the necessary sample size is n= 194 for power= 0.80 and
n= 319 for power= 0.95. Thus, although some studies listed in
Table 1 were powerful enough to detect 0.20 correlations with
power approximately 0.80 or larger, none were powerful enough
to detect 0.10 correlations between ProM and personality. Simi-
larly, previous studies that examined the relationship between EC
ProM in laboratory settings and other personality factors (e.g.,
Type A, perfectionism, self-actualization) were similarly under-
powered, revealed a few statistically significant findings, and no
consistency across the studies (see Table 2).
In contrast to objective measures of ProM, self-report measures
of ProM failures were negatively correlated with conscientiousness
and agreeableness. This conclusion rests principally on the results
of the two large studies that examined the correlations between
self-reported ProM failures and all of the Big Five factors (Gondo
et al., 2010; Uttl and Kibreab, 2011), as we were unable to conduct
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FIGURE 2 |The forest plot and random effect model meta-analysis for openness.
FIGURE 3 |The forest plot and random effect model meta-analysis for conscientiousness.
FIGURE 4 |The forest plot and random effect model meta-analysis for extroversion.
a formal meta-analysis due to the small number of independent
studies. However, this conclusion is strengthened by the observa-
tion that the same pattern of findings held across five different
self-report measures of ProM failures used in the Uttl and Kibreab
study. The findings that the self-report measures of ProM failures
exhibit different patterns of correlations with the Big Five and
that such correlations seem to be generally stronger is consistent
with the findings that the self-report measures of ProM are not
valid measures of ProM ability. The self-reports are influenced by
a wide variety of other factors that are unlikely to influence perfor-
mance in laboratory settings such as busyness (Martin and Park,
2003), how many activities and events respondents are involved in
(Uttl and Kibreab, 2011), and how often and how many memory
strategies and external aids they use (Uttl and Kibreab, 2011).
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FIGURE 5 |The forest plot and random effect model meta-analysis for agreeableness.
FIGURE 6 |The forest plot and random effect model meta-analysis for neuroticism.
This review revealed a number of methodological issues that
further complicate and limit the interpretation of previous find-
ings as well as the current meta-analysis. First, the majority of
studies investigating the relationship between objective measures
of ProM and personality did not report reliabilities of their ProM
measures and several did not report reliabilities of their per-
sonality measures. However, if we do not know the reliabilities
of the measures, it is impossible to determine whether the lack
of relationships and generally small correlations between ProM
and personality measures are due to poor reliabilities of inade-
quate measures or whether they reflect the true strength of the
associations between these abilities.
Second, in a number of studies, performance on ProM mea-
sures was limited by ceiling effects. In turn, the ceiling effects may
have reduced observed correlations just like they did in many stud-
ies on ProM and aging. As noted in the introduction, Uttl (2008,
2011) found correlation −0.67 between the size of age declines
and the degree of ceiling effects. When performance was severely
limited by ceiling effects, researchers reported no age declines in
ProM. In contrast, when performance was not limited by ceiling
effects, researchers reported substantial age declines.
Third, a number of the studies listed in Table 1 calculated cor-
relations between ProM and personality factors across all study
participants even though participants belonged to different exper-
imental and/or age groups that performed differently on ProM
and/or personality measures. Accordingly, the reported corre-
lations may reflect group differences rather than associations
between ProM and personality. The reported correlations may
be larger or smaller than the true correlations depending on the
true within-group correlations as well as on the exact patterns
of performance of various groups on the measures of ProM and
personality (Kaplan and Saccuzzo, 2012).
Finally, the data accumulated to date do not allow us to make
any conclusions about whether the relationship strength between
ProM and personality depends on ProM subdomain, that is,
whether such relationships are stronger in vigilance/monitoring
vs. episodic ProM because only two studies examined the rela-
tionship between vigilance/monitoring and the Big Five factors.
STUDY 2
The objectives of the study were to examine the relationship
between episodic ProM, Big Five personality factors, verbal intelli-
gence, and retrospective memory. To avoid some of the shortcom-
ings of previous research, in the current study the key constructs
were assessed by multiple reliable measures: (1) episodic ProM was
assessed twice using reliable continuous measures of ProM (Graf
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et al., 2002; Uttl, 2006; Uttl and Kibreab, 2011), (2) the Big Five
personality factors were assessed twice using NEO PI-R (Costa and
McCrae, 1992) and International personality item pool NEO (IPIP
NEO PI-R) (Goldberg et al., 2006), and (3) verbal intelligence was
assessed by three different verbal knowledge measures (Shipley,
1940; Uttl and Kibreab, 2011).
METHOD
Participants
Participants were 378 undergraduate student volunteers, 73.9%
females and 26.1% males (age M = 21.2 years, SD= 4.9 years).
The majority of participants spoke English as their first lan-
guage (88%). The study was approved by Mount Royal University
Human Research Ethics Board and all participants gave prior
written consent to participate in the study. The study took approx-
imately 2 h and each participant received two course participation
credits.
Design
In addition to examining the relationship between ProM, person-
ality, and individual differences, the study was designed to examine
the effects of delays on ProM. For this purpose, there were two
between subject factors: Instructions to Ongoing Task Delay (I-O
Delay) (0 vs. 7 min) and Ongoing Task to (the first) Cue Delay
(O-C Delay) (0 vs. 15 min). However, for the purposes of this
study, all delay conditions were collapsed into the episodic ProM
proper condition and the no-delay condition was used to examine
the relationship between vigilance/monitoring, personality, and
individual differences.
Measurement instruments
As part of a larger study, participants were administered several
objective tests of ProM and retrospective memory, three measures
of verbal intelligence, and two personality questionnaires. These
tests are described below.
Continuous measures of event cued ProM (EC PromM/C). The
continuous measures of EC ProM developed for this study were
patterned after continuous measures previously used by Uttl and
his colleagues (Graf et al., 2002; Uttl, 2006; Uttl and Kibreab,
2011). Participants’ ProM was assessed on two occasions within
the session to allow assessment of test-retest reliability. For each
assessment, participants were instructed to circle any and all occur-
rences of the ProM cue – the word “close” (first assessment) and
the word “above” (second assessment) – as they worked through
the session. The specific instructions for the first assessment were:
We want to examine your ability to do something in future.
Thus, if you encounter the word close at any point during this
experiment, please circle it. You will not be reminded again
but it is important that you circle any and all occurrences of
the word close. Please copy the following sentence below in
your hand writing so that we are sure you did not miss these
instructions: I am to circle all occurrences of the word close.
The instructions for the second assessment were identical
except that the word close was replaced with the word above.
Following these instructions, participants worked through the
tasks.
On each assessment, 11 ProM cues were embedded within a
personality inventory designed to measure the Big Five and NEO
PI-R facets. On the first assessment, the cues appeared within the
300-item IPIP NEO (Goldberg et al., 2006) extended with 19 fillers
and 11 items that included ProM cues. On the second assessment,
the cues appeared within the 240 NEO PI-R (Costa and McCrae,
1992), extended with 79 fillers and 11 items that included ProM
cues. Both fillers and items containing ProM cues were drawn
from the IPIP database. Thus, on each assessment, participants
encountered the cues within a 23-page personality inventory. The
first page contained the standard instructions for the personal-
ity inventory and each of the subsequent 22 pages contained 15
personality items. In the 0 min O-C delay condition, the first cue
appeared on page 2, immediately after the personality inventory
instructions, and subsequent cues appeared on pages 3 to 12, one
per page. In the 15 min O-C delay condition, the first cue appeared
on page 13, and subsequent cues appeared on pages 14–23, one per
page.
Critically, the ProM cue became progressively larger and more
intrusive on each successive page. The smallest cue size was 12-pt
font (identical to the surrounding text font size) and the largest
cue size was 28-pt font. If a participant detected the very first cue,
he or she obtained a score of 11. If the participant detected the
last cue, he or she obtained a score of 1, and if the participant did
not detect any cues, he or she obtained a score of 0. Thus, each
participant’s test score was determined solely by the first cue to
which the participant responded.
Binary success/failuremeasures of event cuedProM(ECProM/B).
To compare performance on binary vs. continuous measures, for
each ProM assessment described above, we also calculated a binary
success/failure ProM measure based solely on participants’ perfor-
mance on the first shown ProM cue. If a participant responded to
the very first cue, he or she obtained a score of 1. If the participant
did not respond to the first cue, he or she received a score of 0.
NEO Personality Inventory Revised. The NEO PI-R (Costa and
McCrae, 1992) is a 240-item self-report personality inventory
measuring five personality domains: neuroticism, extroversion,
openness to experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness (Big
Five). Participants rated each item using a 5-point Likert scale
(1, Strongly disagree; 2, Disagree; 3, Neutral; 4, Agree; 5, Strongly
Agree). Each of the five personality dimensions is assessed using
48 items, and, according to the Costa and McCrae scoring scheme,
each dimension’s score can range from 48 to 240. However, for ease
of interpretation, we calculated the scores for each dimension as
the average across the relevant items, with personality dimension
scores ranging from 1 to 5.
International Personality ItemPoolNEO. The IPIP NEO (Gold-
berg et al., 2006) is a 300-item self-report personality inventory
designed to measure the Big Five and the NEO PI-R facets using
items from the IPIP. Participants rated how accurately each state-
ment describes them using the following response scale: 1, Very
inaccurate; 2, Moderately inaccurate; 3, Neither inaccurate nor
accurate; 4, Moderately accurate; and 5, Very accurate. Similarly to
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the NEO PI-R, we calculated each participant’s personality dimen-
sion scores as the average across the relevant items. Thus, the scores
ranged from 1 to 5 for each of the Big Five.
Verbal Learning Test Unrelated 20. The Verbal learning test
unrelated 20 (VLT/U20) (Uttl, 2006) is a measure of explicit
episodic RetM patterned after the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning
Test (Strauss et al., 2006). The test consists of a series of three
study-test trials with a list of 20 semantically unrelated words. On
each trial, a participant listened to a list of 20 words read by an
experimenter and was required to write down as many words as
he/she could remember, in any order, after the experimenter had
completed reading the list. For each trial, participants were given
90 s for recall. Thus, the scores on each trial as well as the average
of the three trials score could range from 0 to 20.
Words/A40 and Words/B40. The Words/A40 and Words/B40 are
40-item multiple choice tests designed to assess examinees’ verbal
knowledge (Uttl, 2006). Each item consists of a target word and
four other words out of which one word is similar in meaning.
Each item is scored as correct (1 point), incorrect (0 points), or
not answered (0.25 points to correct for failure to guess). The test
score is the proportion of items correctly answered. The only dif-
ference between Words/A40 and Words/B40 is that the two tests
use different set of words.
Shippley’s Institute for Living Scale Vocabulary Test. The Shipp-
ley’s institute for living scale (SILS) Vocabulary (Shipley, 1940) is a
40-item multiple choice test designed to assess examinees’ vocabu-
lary. Examinees’ are asked to identify which word out of four is the
most similar in meaning to the target word. For purposes of this
study, the test score is the proportion of items correctly answered.
Procedure
Participants were tested in small groups, seated widely separated
in a small classroom, in a single session lasting about 2 h. First,
participants provided written informed consent and basic demo-
graphic information (age, gender, whether their first language was
English). Second, they completed a set of timed tasks including
VLT/U20, a measure of retrospective episodic memory. And third,
they completed the critical set of tasks described above: ProM
Instructions 1, Words/A40, IPIP NEO PI-R w/embedded ProM
cues, Words/B40, ProM Instructions 2, SILS Vocabulary, and NEO
PI-R w/embedded ProM cues (the order of Words/A40 and IPIP
NEO PI-R and the order of SILS Vocabulary and NEO PI-R is
shown for the I-O Delay condition; the order was switched in the
no I-O Delay condition). Participants completed this last set of
tasks at their own pace, placing each completed page on the desk
directly behind them (this prevented them from going back and
circling cues they may have missed previously).
RESULTS
Data screening
The data were screened for univariate outliers defined as scores
falling 1.5 interquartile ranges below the 25th percentile or above
the 75th percentile. Less than 3% of data values were univariate
outliers. The influence of outliers was reduced by replacing them
with corresponding outlier caps (i.e., a value 1.5 interquartile range
either below the 25th percentile or above the 75th percentile, as
appropriate).
Binary vs. continuous measures of ProM
Table 4 shows the means, SD, and reliabilities for composite mea-
sures (averages) of the two ProM assessments, for binary as well
as for continuous measures. The data are shown separately for
vigilance/monitoring (i.e., the condition with no delay between
ProM instructions and the appearance of the first ProM cue) and
for episodic ProM (i.e., the conditions with a delay between ProM
instructions and the appearance of the first ProM cue). Consistent
with theoretical expectations as well as prior findings, performance
increased from the first to the second assessment on both binary
and continuous measures of episodic ProM but no such changes
in performance were observed on binary or continuous measures
of vigilance/monitoring.
As expected, the test-retest reliabilities of the binary mea-
sures were substantially lower than the test-retest reliabilities
of the continuous measures. Accordingly, the Cronbach’s alpha
of the two measures composites were higher for the contin-
uous vs. binary measures (vigilance/monitoring: 0.60 vs. 0.43;
episodic ProM: 0.66 vs. 0.35). The reliabilities of the com-
posites were respectable, 0.66 for episodic ProM and 0.60 for
vigilance/monitoring.
Measures of personality, retrospective memory, and verbal
intelligence
Table 4 also shows the means, SD, and reliabilities for mea-
sures of the Big Five, retrospective memory, and verbal intelli-
gence, for vigilance/monitoring and episodic ProM. As indicated
in the table, there were no differences in performance between
the two vigilance/monitoring and episodic ProM conditions on
any of these measures except on NEO PI-R agreeableness [Welsh
t (173.56)= 2.28, p= 0.02)].
Table 4 also shows that the reliabilities of the Big Five measures
were high, for both IPIP and NEO PI-R, ranging from 0.85 to 0.94
for IPIP and from 0.82 to 0.93 for NEO PI-R. Moreover, as shown
in Table 5, the correlations between IPIP and NEO PI-R measures
were also high, 0.80–0.85 for openness; 0.87–0.88 for conscien-
tiousness; 0.82–0.88 for extroversion; 0.85–0.87 for agreeableness;
and 0.86–0.87 for neuroticism. The reliabilities of measures of ret-
rospective memory and verbal intelligence were similarly high (see
Table 4).
Correlations between ProM and personality
Table 5 shows the correlations between ProM measures – episodic
ProM and vigilance/monitoring – and the Big Five factors, for the
continuous as well as for binary measures. Episodic ProM was
not significantly correlated with any of the Big Five factors. In
contrast, vigilance/monitoring was weakly correlated with extro-
version, using both IPIP NEO and NEO PI-R and with openness.
However, the correlation with openness reached statistical sig-
nificance only when measured using NEO PI-R. Note, however,
that the four reported correlations between openness and vigi-
lance/monitoring were not statistically different from each other
even though only two reached statistical significance.
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Table 4 | Descriptive statistics and reliabilities.
Vigilance/
monitoring
(n=95)
Episodic
ProM
(n=283)
M SD α M SD α
ProM 1/B 0.55 0.50 0.21 0.41
ProM 2/B 0.59 0.49 0.36 0.48
ProM/B 0.57 0.40 0.43 0.28 0.35 0.35
ProM 1/C 10.31 0.89 8.87 1.88
ProM 2/C 10.23 1.12 9.70 1.28
ProM/C 10.27 0.85 0.60 9.28 1.39 0.66
VLT/U20 A1 7.29 1.81 7.21 1.76
VLT/U20 A2 10.72 2.24 10.75 2.47
VLT/U20 A3 13.18 2.72 13.22 2.74
VLT/U20 10.41 2.08 0.87 10.33 2.12 0.86
Words/A40 0.56 0.17 0.83 0.58 0.18 0.84
Words/B40 0.49 0.15 0.79 0.50 0.15 0.79
SILS vocabulary 0.64 0.13 0.84 0.64 0.12 0.80
IPIP openness 3.53 0.41 0.90 3.49 0.35 0.85
IPIP conscientiousness 3.49 0.49 0.94 3.48 0.42 0.92
IPIP extroversion 3.52 0.44 0.92 3.53 0.45 0.93
IPIP agreeableness 3.62 0.40 0.90 3.54 0.43 0.91
IPIP neuroticism 2.99 0.52 0.94 2.92 0.50 0.93
NEO openness 3.45 0.41 0.87 3.43 0.36 0.83
NEO conscientiousness 3.26 0.50 0.93 3.29 0.42 0.90
NEO extroversion 3.53 0.43 0.88 3.53 0.44 0.90
NEO agreeableness 3.50 0.39 0.82 3.39 0.43 0.90
NEO neuroticism 3.05 0.49 0.92 2.98 0.48 0.92
Note. α, Cronbach’s α.
Correlations between ProM, RetM, verbal intelligence, and
personality
As shown in Table 5, correlations between retrospective mem-
ory and vigilance/monitoring and episodic ProM were weak and
not statistically significant. In contrast, correlations between ver-
bal intelligence measures and vigilance/monitoring and episodic
ProM were small and statistically significant, consistent with prior
findings.
DISCUSSION
The current study yielded the following key findings: First, event
cued episodic ProM assessed in controlled laboratory conditions
was not associated with any of the Big Five personality factors
even though the study size was powerful enough to detect corre-
lations of 0.16 with power equal to 0.80. Second, in contrast to
episodic ProM, performance on event cued vigilance/monitoring
was associated with extroversion and openness, that is, participants
who scored higher on extroversion and openness scored better on
ProM measures. Third, verbal intelligence, measured by three dif-
ferent measures, was associated with performance on both event
cued episodic ProM and vigilance/monitoring tasks. And fourth,
neither event cued episodic ProM nor vigilance/monitoring was
associated with retrospective memory, consistent with a number
of prior studies (Uttl et al., 2001; Graf et al., 2002; Cuttler and Graf,
2007; Zeintl et al., 2007; Uttl and Kibreab, 2011).
The finding that episodic ProM was not correlated with the Big
Five personality factors is in general agreement with the results
of the meta-analysis of prior research (Study 1) suggesting that
the most strongly related personality factors – conscientious-
ness, openness, and agreeableness – correlate only 0.09–0.10 with
ProM measures (even though the episodic ProM and person-
ality correlations observed in Study 2 are not statistically sig-
nificant, they are not statistically different from the estimates
derived from the meta-analysis of prior research reported in Study
1, that is, the associated 95% confidence intervals include the
estimates derived from the meta-analysis). As noted above, to
detect such small correlations one would need to test 800 par-
ticipants to obtain power equal to 0.80 and 1,300 participants
to obtain power equal to 0.95. Critically, the lack of statisti-
cally significant correlations in our study cannot be attributed
to unreliable measures, ceiling effects, or the group differences
and methodological flaws undermining the validity and con-
clusions of many of the previous studies. We assessed ProM
twice, used reliable continuous measures that were free of ceil-
ing and floor effects, avoided confounding of ProM and per-
sonality correlations by group differences, and examined ProM
and personality relationships in a large sample of undergraduate
students.
The finding that, in contrast to event cued episodic ProM, event
cued vigilance/monitoring is associated with openness and extro-
version indicates that vigilance/monitoring is associated in part
with different individual differences variables than episodic ProM.
Openness and extroversion may help participants to orient in and
engage with novel laboratory environments and novel tasks and to
figure out strategies (e.g., keeping the plan in consciousness and
looking out for cues) for succeeding on vigilance/monitoring tasks
that may not be helpful in episodic ProM tasks, that is, in bring-
ing the plan back to consciousness. However, it remains to be seen
whether these associations will be replicated in future studies. Only
two previous studies have examined the relationship between the
Big Five personality factors and the vigilance/monitoring subdo-
main of ProM (Guynn, 2001; Salthouse et al., 2004) and both
were confounded by group differences and ceiling effects (see
Table 1).
Our data also show that both episodic ProM and vigi-
lance/monitoring were associated with verbal intelligence mea-
sured by three verbal knowledge tests. These findings replicate
several previous studies (Uttl and Kibreab, 2011) showing that
ProM is associated with verbal intelligence measured by a variety
of tasks including word pronunciation tests [e.g., North American
Adult Reading Test (NAART); Blair and Spreen, 1989; Uttl, 2002],
word meaning tests (e.g., Short Form Revision of WAISVocabulary
Test; Jastak and Jastak, 1964), and multiple choice word mean-
ing tests (e.g., Shipley’s Vocabulary test; Shipley, 1940). Recently,
Uttl (2011) showed that the association between ProM and ver-
bal intelligence was strong enough to explain why some studies
of ProM and aging failed to find age declines in ProM; he found
that the verbal intelligence advantage of older adults over younger
adults was moderately (r =−0.49) correlated with the size of age
declines. Notably, the associations between verbal intelligence and
vigilance/monitoring in the current study were somewhat stronger
than between verbal intelligence and episodic ProM.
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Table 5 | Correlations matrix.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
EPISODIC ProM (n=283)
1. ProM/B
2. ProM/C 0.71
3. VLT/U20 0.07 0.07
4. Words/A40 0.18 0.22 0.26
5. Words/B40 0.19 0.23 0.14 0.73
6. SILS/Voc 0.12 0.17 0.23 0.66 0.64
7. NEO openness 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.25 0.31 0.31
8. NEO conscientiousness 0.06 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.08 0.05
9. NEO extroversion −0.07 −0.01 0.06 −0.13 −0.13 −0.13 0.29 0.20
10. NEO agreeableness 0.01 0.00 −0.11 0.09 0.15 0.11 0.22 0.25 0.06
11. NEO neuroticism −0.08 −0.04 −0.05 −0.08 −0.14 −0.07 −0.08 −0.50 −0.33 −0.29
12. IPIP openness 0.04 0.04 −0.02 0.15 0.17 0.15 0.80 0.04 0.26 0.20 −0.05
13. IPIP conscientiousness 0.05 −0.03 0.03 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.87 0.12 0.32 −0.42 0.08
14. IPIP extroversion −0.06 −0.03 0.03 −0.15 −0.16 −0.17 0.25 0.12 0.88 −0.05 −0.32 0.29 0.10
15. IPIP agreeableness −0.01 −0.03 −0.06 0.04 0.12 0.10 0.26 0.24 0.05 0.87 −0.19 0.27 0.40 −0.02
16. IPIP neuroticism −0.08 −0.04 −0.06 −0.14 −0.16 −0.12 −0.13 −0.48 −0.38 −0.25 0.87 −0.13 −0.43 −0.41 −0.17
VIGILANCE/MONITORING (n=95)
1. Vigilance/B
2. Vigilance/C 0.85
3. VLT/U20 0.14 0.16
4. Words/A40 0.30 0.33 0.27
5. Words/B40 0.20 0.26 0.18 0.82
6. SILS/voc 0.27 0.36 0.23 0.67 0.61
7. NEO openness 0.21 0.23 0.17 0.48 0.34 0.39
8. NEO conscientiousness 0.14 0.12 0.20 0.20 0.11 0.16 0.07
9. NEO extroversion 0.29 0.27 0.15 0.14 0.02 0.19 0.34 0.28
10. NEO agreeableness 0.00 0.05 0.01 0.21 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.01 0.21
11. NEO neuroticism −0.10 −0.06 −0.09 −0.21 −0.16 −0.11 −0.11 −0.51 −0.33 −0.32
12. IPIP openness 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.32 0.15 0.27 0.85 0.07 0.27 0.24 −0.07
13. IPIP conscientiousness 0.06 0.06 0.23 0.15 0.07 0.12 0.02 0.88 0.25 0.07 −0.38 0.10
14. IPIP extroversion 0.21 0.22 0.18 −0.02 −0.11 0.09 0.24 0.15 0.82 0.06 −0.21 0.35 0.22
15. IPIP agreeableness −0.04 0.07 0.11 0.26 0.29 0.32 0.29 0.07 0.17 0.85 −0.26 0.27 0.19 0.07
16. IPIP neuroticism −0.12 −0.10 −0.20 −0.22 −0.19 −0.13 −0.14 −0.48 −0.34 −0.26 0.86 −0.11 −0.40 −0.26 −0.15
Note. Bold print, p<0.05.
CONCLUSION
Review of the previous research and the meta-analysis (Study 1)
indicates that three of the Big Five factors – conscientiousness,
openness, and agreeableness – are weakly related to performance
on EC ProM laboratory tasks with correlations ranging from 0.09
to 0.10. However, the meta-analysis was based on a mix of studies
that typically did not distinguish between subdomains of ProM,
often suffered from a variety of methodological problems, and
were generally not powerful enough to detect even a small 0.20
correlation.
Our correlational study with nearly 400 participants (Study
2) revealed no statistically significant associations between any
of the Big Five factors and event cued episodic ProM laboratory
measures, even though ProM was measured using reliable, ceiling
effects free, continuous measures (Graf et al., 2002; Uttl, 2006; Uttl
and Kibreab, 2011). However, although we found no statistically
significant correlations between episodic ProM and personality in
Study 2 (a seemingly inconsistent finding with the meta-analysis
of prior studies), the correlations were not statistically different
from the estimates derived from the meta-analysis of prior studies.
In contrast to episodic ProM, small statistically significant correla-
tions were observed between event cued vigilance/monitoring and
two of the Big Five factors – openness and extroversion. Moreover,
consistent with a number of prior studies, verbal intelligence was
more strongly related to performance on both event cued episodic
ProM vigilance/monitoring than measures of personality.
One may find it surprising that we found only a small or no
link between at least some personality factors, for example, con-
scientiousness, and performance on event cued episodic ProM
tasks. It is generally believed that conscientious people follow
through with their intentions, show up on time, do not miss
appointments, don’t forget their promises, are reliable, and are
well-organized (Costa and McCrae, 1992; Goldberg et al., 2006;
Cuttler and Graf, 2007). Conscientious people are expected to
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engage in more careful planning of how to fulfill their intentions
and consequently succeed in completing them (Cuttler and Graf,
2007). Accordingly, we would expect conscientiousness to corre-
late positively with EC ProM performance. However, when ProM
is assessed in lab settings under tightly controlled experimental
conditions, personality factors such as conscientiousness may not
have many opportunities to influence task success. In contrast,
when ProM is assessed in natural settings, conscientious people
may benefit from being able to use their own time-proven strate-
gies to keep their promises and plans such as external reminders
(e.g., notes, calendars, smart phones). Consistent with this idea,
conscientiousness was correlated with self-reported use of ProM
strategies and aids, measured by several different questionnaires, in
a large sample of undergraduate students (Uttl and Kibreab, 2011)
and conscientiousness was also correlated with a lower frequency
of self-reported ProM failures in everyday life (Gondo et al., 2010;
Uttl and Kibreab, 2011). Given that external reminder systems are
more readily available for time cued vs. event cued tasks, personal-
ity factors such as conscientiousness may be the most influential in
naturalistic settings and on time cued episodic tasks and the least
influential in lab settings and on event cued episodic ProM tasks.
Ours is the first study that examined the relationship between
personality and event cued episodic ProM and between person-
ality and vigilance/monitoring within a single study. In contrast
to event cued episodic ProM, we found that vigilance/monitoring
was associated with openness and extroversion. As noted above,
openness and extroversion may help participants to orient them-
selves in novel laboratory environments, engage with novel tasks,
and to figure out strategies for succeeding on vigilance/monitoring
tasks, for example, actively keeping the plan in consciousness and
looking out for cues. While these strategies are likely to be help-
ful on vigilance/monitoring, where the time delay between the
adoption of a strategy and the appearance of the first cue is short,
a few minutes at most, it is not likely to be helpful in keeping a
plan in consciousness for longer delays and/or bringing the plan
back to consciousness after it has been lost from it.
Thus, our findings highlight that personality factors may affect
the various subdomains of ProM differently, leading to at least
the following recommendations: First, researchers need to distin-
guish between the various subdomains of ProM (Graf and Uttl,
2001; Uttl, 2008, 2011) and each study should state clearly which
subdomain of ProM was investigated by which ProM task. At
present, only a careful reading of the method section allows a
reader to determine the sudbomain(s) of ProM investigated in
a particular study (Uttl, 2008). Second, researchers should not
combine performance on ProM tasks measuring different sub-
domains into a single composite, for example, performance on a
vigilance/monitoring and on an episodic ProM task into a sin-
gle composite measure of ProM. To illustrate, Salthouse et al.
(2004) combined four different ProM tasks, some clearly vigi-
lance/monitoring tasks and some episodic ProM tasks, into a single
composite measure and correlated this composite measure with
personality factors. However, our findings suggest that how this
composite measure correlates with personality factors is merely
an artifact of a particular task blend. And third, researchers may
need to limit their claims about personality and ProM to only those
specific subdomains investigated in their studies. In combination,
our findings strongly suggest that the relationship between ProM
and personality factors depend on the ProM subdomain as well as
study settings.
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